


Akupanel
Akupanel is the optimal 
solution for efficient sound 
absorption and lowering the 
reverberation time in the 
home. This beautiful panel has  
acoustical strips and a wood 
veneer face to give it a natural 
look.

Available in 7 standard colors:
Grey Oak, Natural Oak, Smoked 
Oak, Brown Oak, Walnut, 
Recon Grey & Recon Maple.

Size: 23 5/8” x 94 1/2”

Thickness: 25/32” 

  Walnut

The panel is an optimal solution for efficient sound absorption, as well as lowering the 
reverberation time for noise in the home.
As seen in the graph below the panel obtains an absorption coefficient of 0.97 at a frequency 
of 1,000 Hz. Loud speech and ‘regular’ noise in the home will be in a frequency between 500 - 
2,000 Hz, and as it can be observed from the graph it is right here the panel is most efficient.

If you want an even better absorption ability, we recommend to place 45 mm insulation behind 
the panel. This expanded acoustic solution will improve the panel’s acoustic qualities.
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  Grey Oak

  Natural Oak

As seen in the graph, 
the panel has an 
absorption coefficient 
of 0.97 at a frequency 
of 1,000 Hz. Loud 
speech and ‘regular 
noise’ in the home has 
a frequency between 
500 - 2,000 Hz.

  Recon Grey

Recon Maple

  Smoked Oak

  Brown Oak



Acoustical Art Concepts is the latest 
endeavor from Interlam Corporation, 
who has provided the market with 
innovative manufacturing techniques 
for more than 30 years. We are excited 
to introduce this new line of Acoustical 
Ceiling Tiles. These 2’ x 2’ and 2’ x 4’ 
polyester fiber tiles are made from 50% 
recycled plastic. The panels are
available in black or white which can
be customed printed. They are 15/32”
thick and insert into a standard ceiling
tile grid with a variety of patterns for a 
truly unique appearance. Custom printed   
acoustical wall panels are perfect for restaurants, bars 
or home theaters. Now you can quiet ambient noise 
without restricting the visual appeal and atmosphere.

Embossed Ceiling Tiles

Embossed Ceiling Tile
Specifications

Color: Black or White  

Thickness: Maximum 15/32”

Size: 2’ x 2’, 2’ x 4’
 Custom Sizes up to 4’ x 8’

Material:
 Polyester Fiber made from 
 50% Recycled Plastic and
 are 100% recyclable.

Noise Reduction Coeficient: 0.775
Based on the average NRC of the 
Embossed Ceiling Tile Patterns.

Embossed Acoustical Ceiling Tiles 
provide decorative and affordable 
options for traditional ceiling grids. 

These solid color panels with raised 
designs allow you to add an extra layer 
of texture to any commercial design. 

Tiles are sized and cut to be installed in 
standard metal or vinyl lay-in ceiling 
grids. They are non-shedding, and easy 
to clean with a damp cloth and vacuum.
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Custom Printed Wall Panels

Mirror Mountain 

Coffee Cherries - Shown at left.

Orchids 001

Custom Printed Acoustical Wall Panels 
dampen the noise in any area without 
sacrificing your decor and atmosphere.



Printed Ceiling Tiles

CPT-001

CPT-005

CPT-008

CPT-003

CPT-002

CPT-006

CPT-009

CPT-007

CPT-010

CPT-004

There’s no reason your 
design should end with 

crown moulding, make your 
space perfect from floor to 

ceiling. 

These gorgeous printed 
ceiling tiles come in a 
variety of colors and 

patterns. We have developed 
more than 80 patterns for 
you to choose from, but if 
one is not quite right, we 
can customize it to suit 

your design. Each pattern is 
available in standard

2’ x 2’ and 2’ x 4’ sizes.

Many patterns are available in additional color variations. See website for more details.
*Available in multi-panel system.

Specifications
Color: Black, White or Printed 

Thickness: Maximum 15/32”

Size: 2’ x 2’, 2’ x 4’, up to 4’ x 8’

Material:
 Polyester Fiber made
 from 50% Recycled
 Plastic and are 100%
 recyclable. 

Noise Reduction Coeficient:
The average NRC of the raw
material over several
frequencies is 0.88.



CPT-017CPT-011

CPT-020CPT-014

CPT-018CPT-012

CPT-021CPT-015

CPT-019CPT-013

CPT-022CPT-016



CPT-023

CPT-026

CPT-024

CPT-027

CPT-025

CPT-028

CPT-029

CPT-032

CPT-030

CPT-033

CPT-031

CPT-034



CPT-035 Standard installation into metal or vinyl lay-in ceiling grids

CPT-036 CPT-037 CPT-038

CPT-039

CPT-042

CPT-040

CPT-043

CPT-041

CPT-044



CPT-045

CPT-048

CPT-046

CPT-049

CPT-047

CPT-050

CPT-051* CPT-052 CPT-053 



CPT-054* CPT-055 CPT-056

CPT-057 CPT-058 CPT-059 

CPT-060

CPT-063

CPT-061

CPT-064

CPT-062

CPT-065



CPT-066

CPT-069

CPT-067

CPT-070

CPT-068

CPT-071

CPT-072

CPT-075

CPT-073

CPT-076

CPT-074

CPT-077*



CPT-078

CPT-081

CPT-079

CPT-082

CPT-080

CPT-083

Printed and Embossed
PET Ceiling Tiles 
are made from 50% 
recycled plastic and are 
100% recyclable.

CPT-084* CPT-085

Each test is conducted 
in accordance with 
Standard ANSI/UL723 that 
determines the Surface 
Burning Characteristics of 
the material, specifically 
the flame spread and smoke 
developed indices when 
exposed to fire.



Multi-panel Systems

Multi-panel Systems are perfect for open spaces when you don’t 
want a small pattern. When grouped together, these individual 
tiles provide the same look on a larger scale. Some panels can be 
mixed and matched to create varying patterns. Visit our website 
for additional options.

CPT-084

CPT-038

CPT-051



Acoustical Art Concepts
391 Hickory St.

Mt. Airy, NC 27030www.acousticalartconcepts.com

Exclusive Florida Distributor:

336-786-6254

Follow us:

FB:  @acousticalartconcepts

IG:   @acousticalartconcepts


